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- How KERB started and our journey so far

- How we have created an 'ecosystem'

- Trader case studies - what are the standout dishes and the stories behind 

them

- What is next for Street Food?



KERB History



Choc Star: 2005-2011





eat.st: 2010-2012



Launching KERB: 2012



King’s Cross: 2011-today



Moorgate, City Point: 2012-2013



Gherkin: 2012-today



Paddington: 2014-today



KERB Canary Wharf: 2013-2014



KERB on the Quay: 2015-today



KERB Saturdays: 2013-2015



KERB does Peckham: 2013



KERB Southbank: 2014



KERB does Alchemy: 2015-today



KERB Birthday parties



Noshville: 2016



Reggae Roast: 2016



Burns: 2015/2017



On trend events

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1fb5vTmJ7tLmhrjhVGKk9kkHuIBJktlNT/view


On trend events



On trend catering



On trend catering



Camden



KERB Camden: 2016-today 



KERB Camden: 2016-today 



KERB Camden: 2016-today 



KERB team today



Where we at?



Membership organisation for the 

best Street Food traders in London

Generating £11m + of sales 

for the street food industry in 2018

6 Markets

1 Festival 

5 Public Events

£2m of event catering

What is KERB?



What is KERB?



The KERB Ecosystem



Finding new talent:

- Street Food starter pack

- Workshops 

- Consultations

- The Inkerbator Scheme

The KERB Ecosystem



The InKERBator Scheme

- 10 brand new traders every 3 months

- Trade at special InKERBator market near Canary Wharf

- Receive business coaching and mentorship

- Regular feedback

- After 12 weeks trading - graduate, continue, leave

The KERB Ecosystem



KERBanists

- Can trade at any of our six lunchtime markets

- Apply for private (catering) events

- Apply to trade at our public events

- Access to KERB trader comms channels

- Attend KERB Club

- Attend the annual KERB Summit

The KERB Ecosystem



What’s next?

- KERB Camden Market - fixed site - 364 days per year

- Access to investment vehicle

- Give back - workshops, mentorship etc

The KERB Ecosystem



Innovative Traders



Innovative Traders

- Where did the inspiration for your dish come from?

As vegans we were fed up with terrible vegan food - mushrooms in baps etc

So we wanted to create a meat substitute that was indulgent, truly satisfying to meat eaters and vegans alike 
and most of all without compromise - taste, texture, experience and creativity was on par with the best 
restaurants fullstop not just the best vegan restaurants. 

It became a journey to recreate Biff’s favourite junk food in plant form. And that happened to be chicken wings.



Innovative Traders

- How did you research and develop the dish?

We discovered jackfruit first in curries in Asia and then begun using it at home as many people do, as a pulled 
pork substitute - jackfruit is very fibrous and much more natural, as opposed to many other meat substitutes 
like Seitan  - which is spongy and dense and ultra processed gluten. 

However, we realised pulled pork = pulled chicken and thought it could perhaps make an excellent chicken 
substitute as well. The reason why? The best fried chicken is always made with dark meat, which gives it a 
succulent, juicy, pulls off the bone texture, and the most depth of flavour. So with our goal in mind, we went 
about recreating that.

The effort went first in creating that texture and flavour - jackfruit is not naturally flavourful, so working out how 
to cook in flavour was essential. That recipe alone, took  2 months of development. 

Then, when we had the “meat” set, we went about working the best way to turn it into fried chicken. Looking at 
different coatings , we realised that panko gave the most contrast against the “flesh” - although we also have a 
gluten free version. 



Innovative Traders

Finally, to complete the experience and make it as real as possible we needed a “bone” - Something to hold on 
to. We’d seen seitan wings on lollipop sticks, but we wanted an altogether superior experience to that, so we 
begun looking at sugar cane (living in South east london with a big Afro Carribean community we were lucky to 
have access to this). Sugar cane is great because it’s organic - there’s no waste, and it also have a sweet 
aftertaste that you can chew when you’ve finished the jackfruit around it. The effort we put into this pays off - it 
really blows punters minds when they discover it inside.

- Any lessons learnt along the way?

Start with the core product. Anyone can cover something average with a nice sauce or topping, but if the core 
isn’t exceptional, people won’t fall in love with it, and you’ll never make a name for yourself with just toppings!!

Develop your product for efficient production, not just taste. Keep developing and innovating to improve your 
processes and speed. A good product is only good enough if you can scale it.



Innovative Traders



Innovative Traders

- Where did the inspiration for your dish come from?

I was touring Japan in October of 2016 after launching DC63 a vacuum cleaner I designed, I was shocked at the 

range of types of food you can get in japan and in the UK we just think about sushi! Okonomiyaki is traditionally 

beer food in japan, it’s been designed with the western pallet in mind. It’s really about the theatre of the food 

and in some restaurants served directly onto the tables own Teppanyaki.

- How did you research and develop the dish?

This is the real fun. Lots and lots of trial and error!  We looked online for recipes and made one of our own using 

local UK ingredients focusing on what we could get within 10 miles from our house. Using eggs from Becky’s 

dad’s chickens and flour from a local mill, we knew we had our hero dish. Food in our eyes is never really 

finished. There is always something new to try and a combination we want to investigate. However it is also 

really important for us to keep as authentic as possible. It’s a fine line to walk but we have lots of Japanese 

people who love what we do – after all Okonomiyaki directly translates as ‘as you like it grilled’ 

- Any lessons learnt along the way?

Yes, too many to count! We once tried to make our own Kewpie Mayo – the creamy buttery finish on top. There 

was no comparison! So at present this is still imported from Japan. 

https://www.dyson.co.jp/vacuums/cylinders/dysonball/dyson-ball-motorhead-plus.aspx


Innovative Traders



Innovative Traders

- Where did the inspiration for your dish come from?

A few years ago I waited in line for an hour at a place called Eggslut in Grand Central Market in Downtown LA for 

what was essentially a bacon and egg sandwich in a brioche bun - it was just done really well and presented in 

these cool little brown bags. I loved the whole experience and started thinking about doing something similar in 

the UK. Later that year I was back in LA and I was able to check out a new food truck called Free Range that 

seemed to have taken the Eggslut concept and cranked it up to 11 with the addition of fried chicken and more 

colourful ingredients.

The inspiration for the Zephyr Burger in part comes from these two places and in part the innovative food truck 

vibe in LA that merges styles and techniques from all over the world, always with an indulgent American twist.

-



Innovative Traders

- How did you research and develop the dish?

I started by studying the instagram posts of Eggslut and Free Range to work out how the sandwiches were built 
and to get an idea of what I wanted to do. I then went on a London wide search for the best ingredients; tried 
every brioche bun going, sampling eggs from all over the country and even searched (with success) for a similar 
cheese to the stuff they were using in LA. I knew the meat was important and I knew that a lot of restaurants 
used Smithfield for their stock so I went down and bought some samples. I was surprised by how cheap it was 
but quickly realised why.

Ever since going to Hawksmoor for the first time I have appreciated the importance of using meat from well 
reared livestock and I knew that Hawksmoor used the ginger pig for their meat. Having bought from them 
numerous times before I knew how expensive it was so I thought that they would not be an option for me. I 
called them up anyway and I was surprised by how much cheaper their wholesale prices were. started using their 
bacon, sausage meat, beef and also their eggs 

The first iterations of the Zephyr were more simple - sausage, egg and cheese with a sauce made from honey 
mixed with sriracha and we imaginatively called it the Sausage Egg & Cheese. We did an option with smashed 
avocado and optional chillies and called it the Brunch Burger. It was really popular but I felt that the sandwich as 
whole could do with a crunch. So I started messing around with Slaw recipes and using sliced avocados instead of 
smashed and not only did the sandwich look more appealing, the experience of eating it was much better too. 
When we started calling it the Zephyr it was probably around version 8 or 9. 



Innovative Traders

- Any lessons learnt along the way?

Don’t ever cut corners! Buy the best you can and if you’re considering a cheap option - don’t do it! You’ll end up 
having to replace it along the way costing more money.

I’ve also learnt not to be afraid to ask. So many doors have opened just by asking and talking to people. 

Don’t take anything for granted and don’t be annoyed if you have a bad or slow day - everyone has them!



What is next for street food?













- Innovation 

- Excitement

- Variety

- Experience

What is next for street food?


